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Major advances in the diagnosis and treatment of non-small cell lung cancer

(NSCLC) have resulted in a sharp decline in associated mortality rates, thereby

propelling NSCLC to the forefront of precision medicine. Current guidelines

recommend upfront comprehensive molecular testing for all known and

actionable driver alterations/biomarkers (EGFR, ALK, ROS1, BRAF, KRAS, NTRK,

MET, RET,HER2 [ERBB2], and PD-L1), especially in advanced disease stages, as they

significantly influence response to therapy. In particular, hybrid capture-based

next-generation sequencing (HC-NGS) with an RNA fusion panel to detect gene

fusions is a veritable requirement at both diagnosis and progression (resistance) of

any-stage non-squamous adenocarcinoma NSCLCs. This testing modality ensures

selection of the most timely, appropriate, and personalized treatment,

maximization of therapeutic efficacy, and prevention of use of suboptimal/

contraindicated therapy. As a complement to clinical testing and treatment,

patient, family, and caregiver education is also key to early screening and

diagnosis, access to care, coping strategies, positive outcomes, and survival. The

advent of social media and increased internet access has amplified the volume of

educational and support resources, consequently changing the dynamics of

patient care. This review provides guidance on integration of comprehensive

genomic testing with an RNA fusion panel as a global diagnostic standard for all

adenocarcinoma NSCLC disease stages and provides key information on patient

and caregiver education and resources.
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1 Introduction

In 2022, lung cancer remains the leading cause of cancer-related

death in the United States (1). However, recent advances in early

detection and treatment have caused a sharp decline in mortality

rates, largely for non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) (1). Improved

survival may reflect patients’ increased access to care, as earlier

diagnosis significantly improves lung cancer outcomes, with a 5-

year relative survival ranging from 6% for distant-stage disease to 60%

for localized-stage disease (1, 2).

Constituting up to 85% of all lung cancer cases (3), NSCLCs are

heterogenous, with diverse histologies and many oncogenic driver

alterations that significantly influence response to standard therapy

(4). Current guidelines recommend upfront molecular testing for all

actionable biomarkers and driver alterations (see Table 1), especially

in advanced disease stages (4, 11, 12). Major progress has been made

in the management of NSCLC in the past decade, including

identification and targeting of genetic abnormalities, which has

propelled NSCLC to the forefront of precision medicine.

Comprehensive genomic testing, including next-generation

sequencing (NGS) with an RNA fusion panel, is a veritable

requirement at both diagnosis and progression of non-squamous

adenocarcinoma NSCLC (henceforth referred to as aNSCLC) to

ensure selection of the most appropriate targeted therapies and

improve outcomes. Despite the diagnostic necessity of NGS, real-

world studies indicate that there is still a large proportion of patients

with aNSCLC that do not undergo adequate genotyping at any stage

of disease (13–15). Patient and caregiver education is also critical as

education and resources can increase access to care and early

screening and provide opportunities for broader support.

This review provides guidance on integration of comprehensive

NGS with an RNA fusion panel into standard aNSCLC management

practices as well as key information on patient, family, and caregiver

education and resources to enhance patient participation in their

health care journey. Because NGS is not routinely recommended for

NSCLCs with squamous histology, our focus is on advanced non-

squamous NSCLC with adenocarcinoma or other histology that

presents features highly indicative of an oncogenic driver (4, 11,

12), noting that some guidelines recommend consideration of broad

molecular testing for early-stage aNSCLC as well as advanced

stages (16).
2 When to conduct NGS testing

In metastatic aNSCLC, it is vital to establish the correct histologic

subtype and conduct comprehensive, parallel NGS at the time of

initial diagnosis as there are a number of genomic alterations, each of

which requires an associated molecular targeted therapy (Table 1) (4–

8, 12). NGS with an appropriate fusion panel enables simultaneous

detection of all existing biomarkers/alterations in any number of

genes at any given timepoint and can detect rare molecular alterations

with low prevalence/frequency (≤1%) (17) in samples with 20% or less

malignant cells (12, 17), as recommended by experts (11). Guidelines

strongly recommend comprehensive molecular profiling be

performed before selecting therapy, if clinically feasible, to identify

any driver alterations for which targeted therapies are already
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available, or to appropriately counsel patients regarding clinical trial

enrollment (4, 11, 12). Availability of broad molecular genotyping

results prior to initiation of first-line therapy is associated with

significantly longer overall survival (18, 19).

In the event there is insufficient sample to allow testing for all

currently recommended molecular drivers (see Table 1) (4, 11, 12),

biopsy testing should be repeated. If retesting/re-biopsy is not

possible, treatment should either be guided by available results or

be dispensed as though driver oncogene alterations are not

present (4).

If PD-L1 expression is elevated in patients with an oncogenic

driver alteration, targeted therapy for the oncogenic driver should be

given before immune checkpoint inhibitor treatment (4). Patients

without a molecular target are treated with chemotherapy plus

immunotherapy in most cases (4). However, if treatment is

imperative prior to the receipt of molecular testing results, it is

advisable to start with chemo(radio)therapy alone and hold on

immunotherapy to reduce the risk of pneumonitis (20, 21).

Clinicians must also consider overlapping toxicities between

immune checkpoint inhibitors (ICIs) and targeted agents. In

addition to the well-documented increase in risk of developing

interstitial lung disease when osimertinib is administered after ICIs,

others have shown potentially increased risk of high-grade skin and

gastrointestinal adverse events when ICIs are combined with targeted

agents (22) (although the scenario we are describing would be

sequential use, the overlapping toxicities for these classes of agents

are worth noting). Furthermore, many oncogenic drivers are negative

predictors for immunotherapy efficacy, especially in the first-line

setting. In first-line, targeted therapies yield higher response rates

and are better tolerated than ICIs (4, 23–25). Given the potential

impact on both patient safety and treatment efficacy, it is critical to

obtain comprehensive molecular data before considering an

immunotherapy-based approach.

In addition to initial diagnosis, comprehensive molecular testing

should be employed to retest patients who have relapsed or become

resistant to prior therapy. This step is essential to understanding

resistance mechanisms and informing further treatment decisions

(11, 26).

Although not the focus of this review, we note that NGS may be

considered for earlier stages of disease due to the potential impact of

identified EGFR and ALK alterations on selection of adjuvant and

neoadjuvant treatment options (4, 16). However, tests focused on

those alterations (eg, RT-PCR) could be considered in lieu of genome-

wide testing in this setting.
3 Which sample type to test

While tissue-based NGS is currently the gold standard, plasma-

based NGS is quickly becoming a routine part of clinical practice, and

there are currently two FDA-approved plasma-based NGS assays

commercially available (27, 28). NGS detection of circulating tumor

(cell-free) DNA (ctDNA) alterations in plasma is a relatively

noninvasive method for screening high-risk populations, guiding

early diagnosis and treatment, monitoring relapse, and conducting

prognostic evaluation (29). NILE trial results demonstrate that the

real-world impact of ctDNA-based NGS on first-line treatment choice
frontiersin.org
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and patient outcomes in aNSCLC begins with a significant reduction

in time to treatment initiation versus tissue-based NGS (30). The

study confirmed that ctDNA analysis detected actionable mutations

at a similar rate as tissue genotyping and similar response rates were

achieved regardless of sample sources (30). However, plasma-based

NGS is limited by the low abundance of ctDNA fragments in blood,

which affects analytical sensitivity, with up to a 30% false-negative

rate (4, 29). ctDNA assay results can also be obstructed by clonal

hematopoietic and germline alterations (4, 29). Thus, guidelines

recommend that ctDNA testing should not be used in lieu of a

tissue-based diagnosis (4, 11, 12). ctDNA-only NGS should be

considered in specific circumstances, such as in patients who are

medically unfit for invasive tissue sampling and/or if there is

insufficient tissue biopsy material for mutational analysis (4, 11, 12).
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On the other hand, concurrent plasma- and tissue-based NGS

should be used as a complementary approach to detect alterations and

tumor burden in real time (31), thereby enabling monitoring of

cancer recurrence and metastasis (29). In fact, guidelines suggest

scheduling the biopsy concurrently with plasma testing referral (4). In

the resistance/recurrence setting, plasma-based retesting is often

preferable to tissue re-biopsy and supported by results from the

NILE study (30). Real-world analyses of large NSCLC patient

cohorts, including aNSCLC, have reported that plasma-based NGS

increased the detection rate of clinically relevant oncogenic variants

by as much as 65% versus tissue NGS alone (14, 32–34). Data support

the major advantages of plasma-based testing to reduce time to

treatment initiation and increase yield of targetable alteration

detection (4). Not only is concurrent tissue- and plasma-based NGS
TABLE 1 Recommended Food and Drug Administration (FDA)-approved targeted therapies for treatment of known non-small cell lung cancer genetic
alterations (4–9).

Gene Alteration Targeted Therapies Line of Therapy

EGFR

Exon 19 deletion or exon 21 (L858R) substitution (with or without
T790M)

Osimertinib (preferred/strongly recommended 1L
option)

1L+

Gefitinib 1L

Erlotinib 1L

Afatinib 1L

Dacomitinib 1L

Ramucirumab + Erlotinib 1L

S768I, L861Q, and/or G719X Afatinib 1L

Exon 20 insertion
(T790M substitution)

Amivantamab-vmjw 2L+

Mobocertinib 2L+

KRAS G12C
Sotorasib 2L+

Adagrasib 2L+

ALK
Rearrangement
(translocation)

Alectinib (preferred/strongly recommended 1L option) 1L+

Brigatinib (preferred/strongly recommended 1L option) 1L+

Lorlatinib (recommended 1L option) 1L+

Ceritinib 1L+

Crizotinib 1L

ROS1
Rearrangement
(fusion)

Entrectinib 1L+

Crizotinib 1L

BRAF V600E
Dabrafenib 1L

Dabrafenib + Trametinib 1L+

NTRK1/2/3 Fusion
Larotrectinib 1L+

Entrectinib 1L+

MET Exon 14 skipping mutation (METex14)
Capmatinib 1L+

Tepotinib 1L+

RET Rearrangement (fusion)
Selpercatinib 1L+

Pralsetinib 1L+

HER2
(ERBB2)

Insertion Fam-trastuzumab deruxtecan-nxki 2L+
For additional information on specific alterations and related therapeutics, see Chakravarty et al. (10) (oncokb.org).
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clinically feasible, the significant increase in patients undergoing

comprehensive molecular testing overall and prior to initiation of

first-line therapy has been shown to substantially prolong overall

survival compared to those with incomplete or no testing (18).
4 Selection of NGS test type

Standard tissue and plasma biopsy assays vary widely in their

sensitivity (analytical and diagnostic), specificity, sample

requirements (amount and type), turnaround times, and costs (35,

36). Most standard assays (eg, fluorescent in situ hybridization,

immunohistochemistry, polymerase chain reaction) require

significant amounts of sample, have low diagnostic sensitivity,

detect only low percentages of known alterations for a single gene,

and are associated with long turnaround times, which translates into

treatment delays (35). However, NGS with an appropriate fusion

panel enables simultaneous detection of myriad biomarkers and

alterations, known or putative, in numerous genes with relatively

high analytical and diagnostic accuracy, and from a single biopsy

sample (26, 31). This testing modality is in line with the expert

recommendation to use “multiplexed genetic sequencing panels over

multiple single gene tests” where possible (11).

Though there are multiple types of NGS assays, hybrid capture-

based NGS (HC-NGS) testing will provide the most comprehensive,

all-inclusive results. This assay provides extensive sequencing

information on a broad spectrum of genetic alterations, such as

exon/intron mutations, amplifications, rearrangements, fusions, and

total tumor mutation burden, in a single assay (31, 37). One limitation

introduced by NGS is the difficulty in prioritizing drivers for targeted

therapy when multiple drivers are present (31). A list of some

commercially available NGS panels for aNSCLC testing can be

found in reviews by Cainap et al. (38) and Ionescu et al. (5).

Clinically, NGS can result in vital changes to treatment strategies.

One study detected actionable genetic alterations in 76% of clinical

tumor specimens using HC-NGS, which was three-times the amount

detected by traditional tests (39). In 2017, Rozenblum et al. reported

treatment changes, largely replacing chemotherapy, for 37% of

patients based on HC-NGS results (31). Their study also

demonstrated that the new therapeutic regimens were more

effective and less toxic for these patients, thereby offering greater

potential for improved quality of life and survival (31). A recent study

by Kuang et al. identified at least one genetic variation in more than

80% of upfront NGS-tested samples from patients with newly

diagnosed aNSCLC (40). Consequently, 71% of these patients

gained access to targeted therapy or became eligible for clinical

trial (40).

NGS enables robust detection of gene fusions, which is critical for a

precision medicine approach to treating aNSCLC. Addition of an RNA

(vs DNA or amplicon) fusion panel to HC-NGS ensures the most

accurate detection of rare gene fusions available. DNA/amplicon-based

assays cannot detect breakpoints, and rearrangements caused by the

fusion event can only be approximated through an imbalance of probes

if their design happens to be complementary (41). Therefore, DNA/

amplicon-based panels cannot determine whether the fusion is

expressed or not (42). On the other hand, while RNA-based panels

can be hampered by RNA quality and quantity, analysis at the RNA
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level captures both known and unknown fusion genes and avoids false-

negative results (41). For a more in-depth comparison between DNA/

amplicon and RNA gene fusion panels, see Bruno and Fontanini (43).

Guidelines recommend using broad molecular testing modalities

to detect biomarkers/alterations in samples with as little as 5% of

viable cells and/or 5% of targeted driver alleles (11, 12). Notably, NGS

is capable of accurately identifying alterations with an allele frequency

as low as 0.2% (17). In addition to fresh plasma, HC-NGS with an

RNA fusion panel is best suited for fresh-frozen (vs formalin-fixed

paraffin-embedded) tissue samples, though both tissue preservation

types can still be used and provide a wealth of information (44, 45).

Therefore, it is prudent to run HC-NGS with an RNA fusion panel at

the time of diagnosis or resistance/relapse for optimal sample quality

and rare fusion detection. Considering the highly sensitive nature of

the approach, most NGS reports provide a list of clinical trials for

which a patient may be eligible based on their identified biomarker(s)/

alteration(s), which will benefit patients who are resistant to or

possess molecular alterations that do not yet have an approved and

commercially available targeted therapy (35). There are also multiple

molecular alteration databases that collect information on genetic

alterations and therapies, such as Clinical Interpretation of Variants

in Cancer (civicdb.org), My Cancer Genome (mycancergenome.org),

and OncoKB (oncokb.org).
5 Clinical trial enrollment

Clinical studies pursue novel approaches to combat resistance to

current standards of care and acquisition of additional driver

alterations with disease progression. A comprehensive list of

targeted therapies for rare alterations undergoing testing in clinical

trials can be found in a recent review by Michelotti et al. (46). A major

hurdle to clinical trials is the enrollment of a sufficient number of

patients, particularly for cases of new and/or rare alterations.

Comprehensive molecular testing via HC-NGS with an RNA fusion

panel at local hospital laboratories can help facilitate clinical trial

enrollment in two main ways: by 1) pinpointing patients in need by

accurate identification of all genetic alterations at a given timepoint,

and 2) providing a list of clinical trials for which a patient may be

eligible based on their genetic profile as part of the final report.

Clinical trial sponsors have begun actively investing in the

development of NGS prescreening and companion diagnostic

assays for use in clinical trials, as well as updating existing

protocols to include an option for central laboratory prescreening

by NGS, if available, that would circumvent the need for locally

assessed mutational status in certain cases. There are many actively

recruiting NSCLC trials using NGS to study the “liquid biopsy”

approach to NSCLC biomarker diagnostics. These studies are using

ctDNA NGS to identify biomarkers for risk stratification, predict

relapse, and understand mechanisms of resistance. By providing

clinicians with training on the necessity, utility, and interpretation

of HC-NGS with an RNA fusion panel, they would then be armed

with the tools and skills needed to implement comprehensive

molecular testing as a standard diagnostic technique, advocate for

better insurance coverage, and keep abreast of ongoing or planned

trials for rare NSCLC biomarkers/alterations into which they could

potentially enroll new patients.
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6 Patient, family, and caregiver
education

Upon diagnosis, patients and their families will experience a

plethora of emotions (47, 48), in addition to any physical issues,

and likely want to learn as much as possible about NSCLC, what to

expect, and the different treatment options available. Anxiety

surrounding their diagnosis may trigger a desire to begin therapy as

soon as possible. Deficient understanding of their prognosis often

leads patients to overestimate their probability of cure, and the

majority do not understand their situation well enough to make

treatment decisions (49). Providing effective educational resources to

patients with NSCLC, their family, and caregivers at the time of

diagnosis is an excellent opportunity to not only inform and address

questions and concerns but also emphasize the importance of upfront

genomic testing for obtaining accurate diagnosis and selecting

appropriate therapy. Patients report greater satisfaction when

physicians present them with choices in therapeutic decision

making (50, 51) and highly rate the necessity for supportive and

facilitative dimensions of care (52). Nurses and genetic counselors, in

addition to thoracic and community oncologists, all play invaluable

roles in providing this education.

Specifically, there is an imminent need to provide effective

education to patients with rare NSCLC biomarkers/alterations, as

they represent a relatively small fraction of total NSCLC patients and,

thus, are underrepresented in the lung cancer community. Within the
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last decade, NSCLC patients with oncogene driver alterations have

organized into online communities with names like ROS1ders and

KRAS Kickers, with the goal of addressing the needs of peers with

these rare alterations (53, 54). These online communities and

organizations provide services such as disease and therapeutic

education, support, and even funding for research into new life-

saving medicines (53, 54). A recent study by Abbott et al. concluded

that groups like these represent powerful resources that improve

patient outcomes by enhancing public and patient engagement and

meaningful alliances with key stakeholders (53). This study surveyed

465 members from three Facebook-based patient groups in the

United Kingdom (EGFR Positive UK, ALK Positive UK, and ROS-1

Support Group) and reported benefits like feeling better prepared,

being inspired by other members’ experiences, and being helped with

feelings of isolation (53). Only a minority reported struggling when

members died and having feelings of increased anxiety (53). This

study also confirmed that membership is representative of intended

patient populations (53).

Clinician-oriented and/or -driven online resources can also be used

for patient and caregiver education purposes. Examples include MedNet

(themednet.org), an online resource oriented toward physicians, and

CancerGRACE (cancergrace.org), a more patient-focused online

resource directed by physicians. Two of the most well-known and

comprehensive patient- and caregiver-friendly online educational

resources currently available are the American Cancer Society

(cancer.org) and American Lung Association (lung.org) (Table 2).
TABLE 2 Online non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) patient, family, and caregiver education resources.

Resource Web address Offerings

General Cancer Resources with NSCLC-specific Information

American Cancer Society https://www.cancer.org/
• Disease education
• Online support and community

CancerCare https://www.cancercare.org/
• Disease education
• Online support and community

CancerGRACE https://cancergrace.org/
• Disease education
• Online support and community

Cancer.Net https://www.cancer.net/
• Disease education
• Support tips

Macmillan.org.uk https://www.macmillan.org.uk
• Disease education
• Online support and community

The MedNet (physician-only forum) https://www.themednet.org/ • Physician-only forum

General Cancer Groups

Cancer Hope Network https://cancerhopenetwork.org/ • Online support and community

Cancer Support Community https://www.cancersupportcommunity.org/
• Disease education
• Online support and community

Lung Cancer Resources

American Lung Association https://www.lung.org/
• Disease education
• Online support and community

GO2 Foundation for Lung Cancer https://go2foundation.org/
• Disease education
• Online support and community

Lung Cancer Research Foundation https://www.lungcancerresearchfoundation.org/ • Disease education

(Continued)
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Despite the apparent benefits, there is a surprising paucity of peer-

reviewed studies or reviews examining the value and role of

oncogene-focused patient groups in NSCLC, highlighting a need for

the expansion of such efforts. There is also a need for more user-

friendly and comprehensive patient-facing educational websites,

especially for those with rare forms of NSCLC. Greater availability,

knowledge, and access to reputable resources will aid delivery of the

most well-rounded care possible, and health care providers are

encouraged to steer patients, their families, and caregivers to

appropriate patient-friendly educational websites at diagnosis.
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7 Conclusion

Upfront, mandated comprehensive genomic testing, specifically

HC-NGS with an RNA fusion panel, has numerous advantages for

patients with aNSCLC at all stages. Major benefits include selection of

the most appropriate and personalized treatment, maximization of

treatment efficacy, prevention of use of suboptimal/contraindicated

therapy, and avoidance of treatment delays, all of which ultimately

improve patient outcomes. These advantages should help increase the

number of patients who receive complete testing and effective therapy,
TABLE 2 Continued

Resource Web address Offerings

LUNGevity Foundation https://www.lungevity.org
• Disease education
• Online support and community

PIK3CA Testing Navigator https://www.pik3ca-testing.com/background/ • Disease and testing education

UpToDate.com
https://www.uptodate.com/contents/personalized-genotype-directed-therapy-for-

advanced-non-small-cell-lung-cancer/print
• Disease education (overview of
personalized, targeted therapy)

WebMD.com https://www.webmd.com/lung-cancer/story/nsclc-gene-mutations
• Disease education (overview of gene
mutations)

Lung Cancer Groups

ALA Exon 20 Warriors https://www.inspire.com/groups/exon-20/ • Online support and community

ALA Lung Cancer Survivors
https://www.inspire.com/groups/american-lung-association-lung-cancer-

survivors/
• Online support and community

ALK Positive https://www.alkpositive.org/
• Disease education (limited)
• Online support and community

KRAS Kickers https://www.kraskickers.org/
• Disease education
• Online support and community

The ROS1ders https://www.theros1ders.org/
• Disease education
• Online support and community

Social Media Groups (NSCLC Gene Alteration-Specific)

LUNGevity EGFR Group https://www.facebook.com/groups/EGFRlung • Online support and community

EGFR Resisters Lung Cancer Patient Group https://www.facebook.com/groups/EGFRResisters • Online support and community

EGFR Exon 18 Group https://www.facebook.com/groups/1954302018017776/about • Online support and community

KRAS Kickers https://www.facebook.com/KRASCancers • Online support and community

LUNGevity KRAS Blasters https://www.facebook.com/groups/KRASlung/about • Online support and community

ALK Positive https://www.facebook.com/groups/ALKPositive • Online support and community

KRAS Kickers* https://www.facebook.com/groups/kraskickers • Online support and community

The ROS1ders https://www.facebook.com/TheROS1ders • Online support and community

BRAF Bombers https://www.facebook.com/groups/1077213015965166 • Online support and community

MET Crusaders Lung Cancer Patient and
Caregiver Support Group

https://www.facebook.com/groups/255429762943996 • Online support and community

MET Lung Cancer Patient Support Group https://www.facebook.com/groups/575215219879116 • Online support and community

LUNGevity RET Renegades https://www.facebook.com/groups/RETlung • Online support and community

RETpositive https://www.facebook.com/RETpositive • Online support and community
No social media or other online groups were identified for the following alterations/biomarkers—NTRK, HER2 (ERBB2), PIK3CA, MEK, FGFR1, or PD-L1.
*KRAS Kickers mutation-specific subgroups also available on Facebook: G12C, G13D, G12D, G12S, G12V, Q61, and STK11.
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thereby balancing molecular profiles with prior systemic therapies and

patient health. Apart from sample quantity and quality, major barriers to

implementing HC-NGS with an RNA fusion panel as part of standard

care include lack of equipment/facilities, cost (deficient insurance

coverage), delays in obtaining results, which have been exacerbated in

recent years due to COVID-19, and insufficient patient and/or clinician

knowledge regarding its use and data interpretation (35). While some

identified mutations may not be actionable, the information collected

may be useful for future analyses and trial enrollment.

In addition to molecular testing, educating patients, their families,

and caregivers is key to positive outcomes and survival. Patient

education has led to increases in early screening and access to care,

especially in high-risk populations (1, 2, 55), and has the potential to

increase consent to testing and therapy. Increased patient access to care

(eg, insurance coverage) has improved early diagnosis, targeted therapy,

and overall survival (1, 2). Cancer survivors must cope with the physical,

mental, and economic effects of NSCLC diagnosis and treatment (10).

With the advent of social media and increased internet access in general,

the volume of patient educational and support resources continues to

rise, changing the dynamics of patient care.

Improvements in aNSCLC patient survival continue with the

identification of more and more actionable driver alterations and

novel targeted therapies. With therapeutic resistance continuing to be

a major challenge to aNSCLC treatment, HC-NGS with an RNA fusion

panel should become the global diagnostic standard for all disease stages

in order to make the most informed therapeutic decision possible.
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